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Graeme Stockton
Surf Coast Energy Group
Founder & Chair

Whilst there are many planetary indicators signalling the need for humanity to rethink our energy and

global economic system, it is also hard for groups like SCEG to influence at the national, international

and corporate levels. After almost 30 years of waiting for politicians and economists to catch up to

the climate emergency it is clear they’re still not in a rush.

Plans to unlock one of the biggest gas resources globally in the Northern Territory through shale

fracking is now well advanced with $224 million already committed by the federal government to

develop the infrastructure[1]. In contrast, meaningful change within our community that is

authentically responding to sustainability is possible. This is one of the important lessons I’ve learnt

from the Post Carbon Institute’s Think Resilience course which is available for free on the SCEG

website – it points out that local communities can change and bring about broader shifts. 

Think Resilience has also got me focussed on the 4 E’s of ecology, energy, economy and equity and

using a SYSTEMS approach to problem solving. Which is where the Spring Creek campaign steps in.

Using the 4 E’s as the ‘systems roadmap’, the SCEG committee has developed a conceptual

framework for how we as a community might think about its future, and ipso facto, our shared future.

If we’re successful in keeping the settlement boundary at Duffields Road we believe this will provide

an unrepeated community project that perfectly encapsulates community development and

sustainability in the 21st century. 

The SCEG committee has invested an enormous amount of time on this issue simply because of its

potential to act as a major leverage point. The following articles from the committee explain exactly

what we’ve been up to. Needless to say your membership support is very important as we continue to

act on your behalf. If you have any questions or want to get involved please do get in touch.  

     Best wishes,

[1] Samios, Z. & McDuling, J. (Saturday, May 29, 2021). Gas on, richlisters’ Empire building in NT.  The Age Business. pp.1 and 6-7. 
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SCEG has been closely involved in the public engagement phase three of the Surf Coast DAL process from

October 2020 up to the end of the public hearing period on 29th April, and now in the post hearing phase. This

summary provides background on what the DAL is about, where we are up to now, and how SCEG has fitted into

the community’s response. 

 

Under Distinctive Area Landscape (DAL) state government legislation the Minister for Planning declared the Surf

Coast a distinctive landscape which triggered a series of planning processes that have the objective of

protecting, preserving and enhancing the distinctive landscape of the region. An important part of the DAL

process required the preparation of a Statement of Planning Policy for the Surf Coast - this is a document that

will enshrine, for a 50 year period, many planning controls and operating policies. 

The relevant department (DELWP) prepared a draft SPP consisting of a 100 plus page document that touched on

many planning matters of direct concern to Surf Coast residents and the wider Victorian community. While the

settlement boundary location at Duffields Road west of Torquay (i.e. Spring Creek) was one subject, so too were

many others including a number of other residential developments (eg. Messmate Rd), density intensification

across Torquay and Jan Juc, building heights, water run-off into Karaaf Wetlands etc etc. 

There were so many issues contained in the draft SPP that SCEG and other community groups needed to focus

their energy and meagre resources on priority battles. It is interesting to note that the Spring Creek issue was only

discussed on approximately 10 pages of the draft SPP, the remainder addressed a wide variety of other matters.

Clearly Spring Creek and returning the settlement boundary to Duffields Road was the primary response focus of

SCEG and we collaborated closely with the Greater Torquay Alliance and 3228 Residents Association and other

groups in developing public campaigns and participating in the hearing process that followed this. 

The main steps in the phase 3 public engagement have been:

 

1. Exhibiting the draft SPP for public comment, from 19 November 2020 to 29 January 2021. From August 2020

SCEG, along with a number of other like-minded community groups, developed a campaign to raise

awareness of the draft SPP and the imminence of the Spring Creek decision, and to encourage public

comment and submissions by the submission closing date of 29 January 2021. Clearly this activity was a

success with 3,163 public submissions received, and by our estimates, 94% in favour of protecting Spring

Creek from residential development. A big thank-you is due to Cliff Daniel and the team at Fluid Marketing

who provided pro bono time developing the Spring Creek campaign.

 

2. The public hearing conducted by the Standing Advisory Committee of Planning Panels Victoria began on 15

March 2021 and concluded on 29 April 2021. This hearing had a number of mini phases during which time

SCEG members played a significant part. 

by Stephen Prendergast



SCEG’s role in the public hearing period was extensive. SCEG appointed Barrister Sarah Varney to

represent SCEG’s interests on a full day that was designated for SCEG to outline its submission and present

evidence to the hearing. Sarah provided the professional legal guidance that was vital to effectively putting

our case across. Many thanks are due to Patagonia for providing a grant to fund Sarah’s involvement and to

the SCEG team for winning the grant through a public tender. 

During the SCEG hearing day SCEG presented three expert witnesses to provide important evidence

concerning the distinctiveness of the Spring Creek valley. Stephen Prendergast detailed the social value

that Spring Creek represents to the community. Dr Guy Dutson highlighted that the species and ecological

communities in the Spring Creek study area include those that are significant at global, national and/or

local levels, and Mark Trengove provided evidence on the importance of the Bellarine Yellow Gum and

associated eco-systems. Importantly these were the only expert witnesses to appear from any party that

was interested in stopping residential development in Spring Creek. Expert Witness evidence is given

greater weight than other evidence including public “lay” submissions and this was an important

contribution that SCEG made to the defence of Spring Creek. 

Graeme Stockton presented SCEG’s overall submission and Sarah Varney summarised the key arguments. 

A key part of these presentations was a focus on the Spring Creek Community Woodland trust vision which

provided another way for the planning advisory committee to understand how Spring Creek could play a

role in enhancing the distinctiveness of the Surf Coast. Following Graeme’s presentation the Chair of the

Planning Advisory Committee requested that SCEG provide, within 1 business day across a week-end, more

information about “the Trust plan”. SCEG committee members Graeme and Matt worked frantically over the

week-end to prepare a suitable plan which was tabled the following Monday leading into the final week of

the hearing. More on this plan later in this newsletter.

Apart from SCEG’s presentation day a number of SCEG committee members (Graeme, Matt, Stephen,

Perry) also presented their submissions at the public hearing. And special thanks to Bellbrae resident 

Dr. Jacquelle Gorski, as a sustainability consultant and occasional member on Planning Panels committees,

who provided invaluable input to many of SCEG’s representations to the committee.

The planning advisory committee is currently developing a report about the DAL Statement of Planning

Policy (SPP) for the Minister of Planning, due on the 24th June. At that time the Minister (and his department

DELWP) will consider the recommendations of the committee in formulating the final form of the SPP for the

Surf Coast. 
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We have had discussion with Nigel Sharp a well-known Australian “biodiversity impact

investor, conservationist, and environmental business innovator”. Nigel is associated

with many businesses that are “nature first” in orientation and has provided invaluable

guidance about our next steps.  Some examples of Nigel’s conservation projects

include Mt Rothwell Conservation Sanctuary, Tiverton Conservation Reserve, and the

Sheoak Hill bio-link to join the Brisbane Ranges and Werribee Gorge State Park. 

Image source Nigel Sharp LinkedIn

The timetable for release of the DAL SPP is not clear at the moment. Meanwhile SCEG is planning the next

steps in developing the Spring Creek Community Woodland Trust vision and plan. Our aim is to bring the

Spring Creek vision to life which will start with engagement with landowners and the public about potential

land uses. 

SPRING CREEK AND DISTINCTIVE AREA LANDSCAPE (DAL) UPDATE

Currently there are two “protect Spring Creek” parliamentary petitions that are underway covering the

Lower and Upper Houses of State Government. We encourage all SCEG members to participate in these

petitions to reinforce the message delivered in the DAL process about the public’s rejection of residential

development in Spring Creek. The State upper house petition can be accessed online at:

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/council/petitions/electronic-petitions/view-e-petitions/details/12/346

The State Lower House petition can be signed at these shops: Swell Café, Ginger Monkey, Ocean Grind,

Torquay Larder, Bells Bakery, Mavis Mavis, Torquay Swim School.

 

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/council/petitions/electronic-petitions/view-e-petitions/details/12/346


1)  Planning Panels Victoria

As part of SCEG's engagement with the state government's Distinctive Areas and Landscapes (DAL)

public consultation, we were invited by the Planning Panels Victoria committee to submit further details

on our plan for the creation of a Community Woodland within the valley.  

SCEG has been working with partners to develop a landscape-level sustainability plan that identifies

economic opportunities and incorporates elements including conservation of important biodiversity,

improving access and amenity to community, improvement to water quality, strategies for community

stewardship, and the purchase of important assets in the landscape through the creation of a community

land trust.  Contingent on the establishment of a permanent settlement boundary at Duffields Road,

SCEG will further develop this plan through a series of community consultations and strategic

partnerships.
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SPRING CREEK VALLEY AND
COMMUNITY WOODLAND TRUST

by Matt Fox

The following activities have already been undertaken:

· assessing technical and legal feasibility of a community-owned land trust

· identification of high value properties in DAL Spring Creek Future Development area that support our

vision.

· facilitating partnerships with Landcare and the Catchment Management Authority to attract new

conservation investment 

·  engagement with interested parties throughout the landscape

·  assessment of important ecological assets in the landscape 

·  assessment of important cultural heritage values in the landscape, and 

·  commission of expert independent assessments of ecological values

 

 

Image Bellarine Yellow Gum
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SCEG sees enormous opportunities for our community

in Spring Creek if the 'Option 1' development scenario

is avoided, and the site is afforded greater protection

under the DAL process. A copy of SCEG's draft plan

is available upon request by emailing

info@sceg.org.au 
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JOIN US FOR SPRING CREEK TREE PLANTING DAY
SCEG is pushing ahead with our other strategy; which is supporting landowners further up

the valley to remove woody weeds and begin largescale revegetation. Our work coincides

perfectly with a Community Environment Grants Program being delivered as part of the

Australian Government’s ‘Wild Otways’ and administered by the Corangamite Catchment

Management Authority (CCMA). 

The $1 million support package is for the delivery of projects that protect and restore native

plants, wildlife, and coastal environments in the area between Bells Beach and Peterborough.

Thanks to our terrific partnership with the Surf Coast Inland Plains Network (SCIPN) and

Torquay Landcare, we have secured a grant of $22,000 from the CCMA to be spent over two

years to get the ball rolling. 

Two big community planting days are planned for later this year with about 600 indigenous

trees grown especially for the project ready to go. We will be inviting the press and

councillors to join us. We hope you will too. The tentative date is 11th July starting at 10am.

This date will confirmed via email. Morning tea and snacks provided. Want to see how

fantastic Spring Creek valley is? Join us and find out. 

  

2) Presentation to Surf Coast Shire Councillors

On the 1st June Graeme, Stephen and Matt attended a Council meeting to present our thoughts on

Spring Creek. The presentation provided Councillors with an update on what has been achieved so

far, next steps and food for thought as to how Council might partner community in this project. 



The shortening period of time that the world has to reach zero emissions means that the pace of

the Energy Transition from fossil fuels to renewables needs to increase rapidly around the world.

As a result of this, SCEG has begun looking at ways to help facilitate Sub-utility scale solar farms

on private land within the Surf Coast Shire in order to move the focus from residential solar

installations to larger-scale projects.   

 

We have had discussions with ‘Redmud Green Energy’, an experienced solar farm developer from

South Australia who uses a leasing model to work with landholders to lease parcels of land from 1

acre up to 25 Acres for solar farming. 

 

Landholders (in many cases Farmers) can use a small fraction of their land to generate ongoing

income that is protected from the variety of risks involved in farming (weather variables, pests and

diseases, commodity price fluctuations). The solar farm is constructed, managed and maintained

by the operator meaning any workload obligation on the landowner is negligible. We are looking

to talk to more small-scale solar farm operators who have an appetite for building energy

infrastructure in this region. Our aim is to see multiple sub-utility scale solar farms in the region

over the next 2-5 years.  

SUB-UTILITY SCALE SOLAR FARM INITIATIVE
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by Rory Tonkin
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Image source www.redmud.net.au



In March 2021, environmental solutions group B-Alternative partnered with SCEG to apply for

a Surf Coast Shire Small Grant which was sought to facilitate a new project, Compost-It

Cards. We’ve just received notice from the shire that our application was successful and

$2000 in council funds will be available to produce the cards for local venues using

compostable packaging. So, what exactly are they?

 

As a provider of waste reduction consultation and solutions to local businesses, schools and

events, many of our clients are hospitality venues within the shire. Where reusables are not an

option, B-Alternative supply certified compostable packaging to venues to minimise plastic

waste, as well as commercial composting to divert organics from landfill (where they slowly

rot and produce climate-harming methane). 

 

COMPOST-IT CARDS
A COLLABORATIVE PROJECT
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by Katie Traill
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We learned in conversation with business owners

that much confusion exists around knowing how

to correctly dispose of packaging - i.e. what goes

in which bin! This confusion, combined with the

lack of standardisation and regulation of

packaging labelling in Australia, leaves a large

gap in understanding. 

With the help of business owners, clients, SCEG

and the shire, we’ll be printing cards that venues

can distribute with takeaway meals that clearly

and simply direct people on correct compostable

packaging disposal. This will tie in well with the

recent roll-out of residential FOGO bins, which

can tolerate a wider range of products.

 

If you’d like to know more about B-Alternative or

the Compost-It Cards, please email Katie at

awesome@b-alternative.com

Image source www.instagram.com/b_alternative/



SCEG currently has an opportunity for a keen volunteer! Anybody keen to assist with SCEG’s

social media channels is welcome to get in touch also – perfect for somebody who is already

well connected, understands how social media works, and needs an excuse to spend more

time on the socials…

Please get in touch at info@sceg.org.au with ‘volunteer’ in the subject line. And as we’re 100%

voluntary, your reward will be knowing that you are making a valuable contribution to a

sustainable Surf Coast!

 

SCEG held it’s AGM in February 2021. After the last-minute COVID lockdown, the meeting

was quickly shifted to Zoom and broadcast to lounge rooms across the shire. In the meeting,

we welcomed two new committee members; Rory Tonkin and Steve Prendergast.

Looking back on 2020-21 year, we were pleased to look back on all the good work achieved,

despite the challenges that COVID-19 threw our way. The big three projects of the year

included our campaigning for the protection of Spring Creek under the state’s Distinctive

Area Landscapes process, the Solar Schools project, and our Think Resilience campaign.A big

shout out to our Surf Coast Shire Mayor Libbie Stapleton for joining our meeting – your

insightful contributions were appreciated.

 

SCEG VOLUNTEER NEEDED - SOCIAL MEDIA
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SCEG AGM 2021

THINK RESILIENCE SMS INITIATIVE

January to April 2021 saw over 130 people signing up and

taking part is the Think Resilience sms program. Orignally

developed by the Post Carbon Institute (PCI), SCEG

partnered with PCI to deliver the traditionally online

program via sms to interested Surf Coast and Greater

Geelong residents. There is still a small group of people

finishing up the program after which a more

comprehensive update will be provided to SCEG members.

 

by Isabelle Asfar



FUNDRAISING UPDATE 
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To support SCEG’s ongoing efforts in the Spring Creek corridor, our fundraising work continues.

We gratefully acknowledge Patagonia’s recent support to the Protect Spring Creek campaign.

Through its ‘1% for the Planet’ commitment, Patagonia has shown strong leadership globally in the

field of environmental philanthropy. We are also looking ahead to the funding needs for our

ongoing efforts in Spring Creek. We have just submitted a funding proposal to one private

foundation, which would support more community engagement on Spring Creek, including the

creation of a citizen science program in Spring Creek valley to document the valley’s biodiversity.
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SCEG is now, more than ever, performing a valuable role in prosecuting the case for mother earth in our

beautiful Surf Coast corner. We value the thoughts and inputs of members so please, if you have any

ideas or would like to help in some way just send a note to here: info@sceg.org.au

 

For those who haven’t already joined up, we encourage you all to take out a SCEG membership. In fact

we really need you to join us, and act on this membership drive. Please suggest to like-minded friends,

colleagues and family to join SCEG and to participate in fighting the climate disaster just around the

corner.  Not only would this help to fund our important programs and initiatives, it would also bring

enthusiasm and energy to activities that need community effort.  

And for those still needing to renew their membership, there’s no time like the present! As a reminder an

individual annual membership is $25, a family membership for $40, and $100 for organisation members.

You can join here:  www.sceg.org.au/join or contact info@sceg.org.au

As we are a 100% volunteer organisation, 100% of your membership fees go to projects that benefit your

community!  That’s a sweet deal.

MEMBER BENEFITS - SUSTAINABILITY
EDUCATION, ENGAGEMENT AND ADVOCACY

by Matt Fox



SCEG has welcomed a number of new people onto its committee bringing in new ideas

and skills. Feel free to talk about SCEG matters with any of our committee members.

See page 14 for committee member bios.

SCEG COMMITTEE
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Graeme Stockton

Founder and Chairman

Perry Mills

Treasurer 

Matt Fox

Secretary (2019, 2020) 

Shari Maver

Secretary (2021) 

Adrian Ford Richard Marks Isabelle Asfar 

Stephen Prendergast Rory Tonkin Katie Traill 
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Matt Fox  Andrew Wilson Barry  Lierich

Barry Lierich and Andrew Wilson are both happy to support SCEG by joining Matt Fox

and become members of the Public Fund Committee. 

Andrew joined our AGM as guest, and brings great skills and relevant experience from

time spent with the banking sector. Andrew has 12 years experience in banking and

finance at ANZ, with specialisations in product management, pricing and data

modelling. Andrew now runs a business planning company, helping environmental

organisations with planning and financial modelling. Andrew has a bachelors degree

in commerce and environmental biology and is an MBA candidate at UNSW,

specialising in Social Impact.

And for those who haven’t met Barry Lierich, he has a long history with SCEG (as a

previous treasurer and secretary) and helped to create a lot of the architecture

around the Public Fund Committee. Barry is a Certified Practicing Accountant

(retired) with expertise in financial systems, financial management and governance. 

PUBLIC FUND COMMITTEE
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Graeme Stockton - Founder and Chairperson

Community leader and long term involvement in community-based environmental stewardship groups.

Proprietor of West Coast Indigenous nursery since 1988. Strong regional ecological restoration expertise.

Perry Mills - Treasurer

Perry is a Landscape Architect in private practice, with 30 years experience and interests in play,

permaculture and sustainable design. He helped found Torquay's Danawa Community Garden in 2003, and

is responsible for a range of urban interventions and projects across the state." 

Shari Maver - Secretary

Shari has been a Physiotherapist, academic and researcher, currently holding a position at Australian

Catholic University as Lecturer. She has been involved in various community groups with a special interest in

environmental projects.

Matt Fox - Committee Member, Public Fund Committee, Secretary (2019, 2020)

Conservation and land management consultant, with 25 years professional experience in international and

domestic conservation sector, specialising in coastal management, conservation funding and financing, and

landscape-scale conservation planning. $50m+ conservation fundraising track-record. 

Adrian Ford - Committee Member

Adrian is an academic whose research interests focus on the contribution of community groups to renewable

energy transitions, and the application of sustainable development models at the local level. Previously, he

worked in corporate partnership roles with international development and environment organisations in

Australia and the United Kingdom.

Richard Marks - Committee Member

Civil and chemical engineer with over 50 years’ experience in the planning and design of water related

projects. Owner and Principal of InterWater Pty Ltd a water and environmental engineering consultancy

operating throughout Victoria.

Isabelle Asfar - Committee Member

20 year career in project management delivering training, strategy, systems design, environmental

sustainability initiatives and public speaking across a diverse range of industries such as telecommunications,

electronics recycling, eco retail, residential and commercial construction and materials recycling.

Katie Traill - Committee Member

Engagement officer with b-alternative, environmental education background, publishing and project

management.

Rory Tonkin - Committee Member

Background in renewable energy and sustainability currently running consulting business focused on

renewable energy ‘off-grid’ advice and recycled materials.

Stephen Prendergast - Committee Member

Market and social research with 33 years experience. Founder of market and social research agencies

Prescience Research and FutureEQ which both specialise in human choice behaviour and data modelling.

Honorary Fellow of the Australian Research Society.


